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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel and general real-time
adaptive motion planning (RAMP) approach suitable for planning trajectories of high-DOF or redundant robots, such as mobile
manipulators, in dynamic environments with moving obstacles of
unknown trajectories. The RAMP approach enables simultaneous
path and trajectory planning and simultaneous planning and execution of motion in real time. It facilitates real-time optimization
of trajectories under various optimization criteria, such as minimizing energy and time and maximizing manipulability. It also
accommodates partially specified task goals of robots easily. The
approach exploits redundancy in redundant robots (such as locomotion versus manipulation in a mobile manipulator) through
loose coupling of robot configuration variables to best achieve obstacle avoidance and optimization objectives. The RAMP approach
has been implemented and tested in simulation over a diverse set of
task environments, including environments with multiple mobile
manipulators. The results (and also the accompanying video) show
that the RAMP planner, with its high efficiency and flexibility, not
only handles a single mobile manipulator well in dynamic environments with various obstacles of unknown motions in addition to
static obstacles, but can also readily and effectively plan motions
for each mobile manipulator in an environment shared by multiple
mobile manipulators and other moving obstacles.
Index Terms—Adaptive, dynamic obstacles of unknown motion,
loose coupling, mobile manipulators, partially specified goal, real
time, redundant robots, trajectory optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION
OTION PLANNING is a fundamental problem in
robotics [1], [2] concerned with devising a desirable motion for a robot to reach a goal. Motion planning for high-DOF
articulated manipulators or mobile manipulators is more challenging than for mobile robots because the high-dimensional
configuration space of a robot has little or no resemblance to
the physical space that the robot works in, and how to construct
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a configuration space higher than three dimensions efficiently
remains a largely unsolved problem.
A. Related Research on Motion Planning
Randomized algorithms, such as the popular probabilistic
roadmap (PRM) method [3] and rapidly exploring random tree
(RRT) method [4], are found to be very effective in finding
a collision-free path for a robot with high DOFs offline because such algorithms avoid building the robot’s configuration
space explicitly by sampling the configuration space. The PRM
method has inspired considerable work on improving sampling
and roadmap construction [2], including a recent paper [5] on
producing compact roadmaps to better capture the different homotopic path groups. By building a tree rather than a graph, the
RRT method is more suitable for generating a path in one shot or
generating a trajectory directly and thus more suitable for online
operation [6]. Both methods have seen many variants [2].
There are also methods for path planning based on genetic algorithms (GAs), or more broadly, evolutionary computation [7], [8], which are general frameworks of randomized
search subject to user-defined optimization criteria. Such optimization techniques have been used widely and successfully
in many application domains [8], [9] to tackle NP-hard optimization problems. There are two major ways of applications.
One straightforward way is to map a problem into the form
suitable for a standard, off-the-shelf GA, solve it by running
the GA, and then, map the results back to the application domain. This one-size-fit-all approach is often not effective because it forces artificial transformation of a problem into something else that is confined in the format of a standard GA but
may lose certain important nature of the original problem. Some
GA-based path planning methods [10], [11] adopt such an approach, where C-space is discretized into a grid, and a path is in
terms of a fixed-length sequence of grid points. As the standard
GA operates on fixed-length bit strings, search is often very
slow.
A more effective approach is to adopt the general idea of
evolutionary computation to solve a problem in a more natural
and suitable representation. The path planning methods reported
in [12]–[14] belong to such a customized approach. A real-time
path planning method is reported in [12] for 2 DOF point mobile
robots, which is extended in [13] for 3 DOF point flying robots
with specific constraints. A multiresolution path representation
is proposed in [14] for path planning. However, all evolutionary algorithms have a number of parameters that must be set
appropriately, which is often not a trivial task.
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Unlike path planning, motion planning has to produce an
executable trajectory for a robot in configuration×time space,
or CT-space, and not merely a geometrical path. A common
approach is to conduct trajectory planning on the basis of a path
generated by a path planner. A notable framework is the elastic
strip method [15], which can deform a trajectory for a robot
locally to avoid moving obstacles inside a collision-free “tunnel”
that connects the initial and goal locations of the robot in a 3-D
workspace. Such a “tunnel” is generated from a decompositionbased path planning strategy [16]. The other approach is to
conduct path and trajectory planning simultaneously. However,
most effort in this category is focused on offline algorithms
assuming that the environment is completely known beforehand,
i.e., static objects are known, and moving objects are known
with known trajectories [17]–[20]. As for dealing with unknown
moving obstacles, only recently some methods were introduced
for mobile robots [21], [22].
The combination of mobility and manipulation capability
makes a mobile manipulator applicable to a much wider range
of tasks than a fixed-base manipulator or a mobile robot. For a
mobile manipulator, a task goal state is often partially specified
as either a configuration of the end-effector, which we call a
place-to-place task, or a desired path (or trajectory) of the endeffector, which we call a contour-following task, and the target
location/path of the base is often unspecified.
Here, a major issue of motion planning is the coordination of
the mobile base and the manipulator. This issue, as it involves
redundancy resolution, presents both challenges and opportunities. There exists a rich literature addressing this issue from
many aspects. Some researchers treat the manipulator and the
mobile base together as a redundant robot in planning its path
for place-to-place tasks [23]–[25]. Some focused on planning a
sequence of “commutation configurations” for the mobile base
when the robot was to perform a sequence of tasks [26], [27]
subject to various constraints and optimization criteria. Others
focused on coordinating the control of the mobile base and the
manipulator in a contour-following task [28], [29] by trying
to position the mobile base to maximize manipulability. Many
considered nonholonomic constraints.
While most of the existing work assumes known environments with known obstacles for a mobile manipulator, a few
researchers considered local collision avoidance of unknown,
moving obstacles online. One method [30] used RRT as a local
planner to update a roadmap originally generated by PRM to
deal with moving obstacles. For contour-following tasks, an efficient method [31] allows the base to adjust its path to avoid a
moving obstacle if possible while keeping the end-effector following a contour, such as a straight line. Another method [29]
allowed the base to pause in order to let an unexpected obstacle pass while the arm continued its contour-following motion
under an event-based control scheme. Other methods include
one based on potential field [32] to avoid unknown obstacles
and one based on a neuro-fuzzy controller [33] to modify the
base motion locally to avoid a moving obstacle stably. There
is also an online planner for the special purpose of planning
the motions of two robot arms getting parts from a conveyer
belt [34].

However, we are not aware of any existing work that can plan
motions of high-DOF robots globally among many unknown
dynamic obstacles.
B. Our Problem and Approach
Planning high-DOF robot motion in such an environment
of many unknown dynamic obstacles poses special challenges.
First, planning has to be done in real time, cannot be done offline, and cannot be based on a certain prebuilt map because the
environment is constantly changing in unforeseen ways, i.e.,
the configuration space obstacles are unknown and changing.
Examples of such environments include a large public square
full of people moving in different ways, a warehouse full of
busy-moving robots and human workers, and so on. Such an
environment is very different from static or largely static environments or known dynamic environments (i.e., with other object trajectories known), where motion planning can reasonably
rely on exploring C-space (for known static environments) or
CT-space (for known dynamic environments) offline (such as by
PRM). The elastic strip method provides the flexibility to make
small adjustments of a robot motion to avoid unknown motions
of obstacles, if the underlying topology of the C-space does not
change. For an environment with changing C-space topology
in unknown ways, a planned path/trajectory can be invalidated
completely at any time, and thus, real-time adaptive global planning capability is required for making drastic changes of robot
motion. Planning and execution of motion should be simultaneous and based on sensing so that planning has to be very fast
and always able to adapt to changes of the environment.
By nature, to tackle motion planning in an unknown dynamic
environment cannot result in a complete planning algorithm.
That is, no algorithm can guarantee success in such an unknown
environment. We can only strive for a rational algorithm that
serves as the “best driver" of a high-DOF robot, but even the
best driver cannot guarantee to be accident-free if other things
in the environment are not under his/her control.
This paper addresses the problem of real-time simultaneous
path and trajectory planning of high-DOF robots, such as
mobile manipulators, performing general place-to-place tasks
in a dynamic environment with obstacle motions unknown.
The obstacle motions can obstruct either the base or the arm
or both of a mobile manipulator. We introduce a unique and
general real-time adaptive motion planning (RAMP) approach.
Our RAMP approach is built upon both the idea of randomized
planning and that of the anytime, parallel, and optimized
planning of evolutionary computation, while avoiding the
drawbacks. The result is a unique and original approach
effective for the concerned problem.
The RAMP approach has the following characteristics.
1) Whole trajectories are represented at once in CT-space
and constantly improved during simultaneous planning and execution, unlike algorithms that build a
path/trajectory sequentially (or incrementally) so that a
whole path/trajectory can become available only at the end
of the planning process. Our anytime planner can provide
a valid trajectory quickly and continue to produce better
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trajectories at any later time to suit the need of real-time
global planning.
2) Different optimization criteria (such as minimizing energy and time and optimizing manipulability) can be
accommodated flexibly and easily in a seamless fashion. Optimization is done directly in the original, continuous CT-space rather than being confined to a certain
limited graph or roadmap. Trajectories are planned and
optimized directly rather than conditional to the results of
path planning.
3) Our planner is intrinsically parallel with multiple diverse
trajectories present all the time to allow instant, and if
necessary, drastic adjustment of robot motion to adapt to
newly sensed changes in the environment. This is different from planners capable of only local trajectory adjustment based on a known set of homotopic paths. It is also
different from sequential planners, such as anytime A*
search [35], which also requires building a discrete state–
space for search—a limitation that our planner does not
have.
4) Trajectory search and evaluation (of its optimality) are
constantly adaptive to changes but built upon the results
of previous search (i.e., knowledge accumulated) to be
efficient for real-time processing.
5) As planning and execution (i.e., robot motion following
the planned result so far) are simultaneous, partially feasible trajectories are allowed, and the robot may follow the
feasible part of such a trajectory (if it is the current best)
and switch to a better trajectory to avoid the infeasible
part.
6) With multiple trajectories from our planner, each trajectory can end at a different goal location in a goal region,
i.e., partially specified goals, rather than a single goal configuration.
7) Our planner represents a trajectory for a redundant robot,
such as a mobile manipulator, as loosely coupled trajectories of redundant variables to take advantage of the redundancy in order to best achieve obstacle avoidance and
various optimization objectives.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of our RAMP approach; Sections III and IV
describe problem representation and initialization; Section V
outlines our optimization criteria for trajectory evaluation and
describes the strategies for evaluation. Sections VI and VII describe the strategies to alter trajectories to produce better ones.
Section VIII describes how the RAMP planner can create and
preserve a diverse set of trajectories. Section IX provides implementation and experimentation results and discusses performance of the planner. Section X concludes the paper.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE RAMP APPROACH
One basic premise of our approach is that the planning process
and the execution of motion are interweaving to enable simultaneous robot motion planning and execution. This is achieved
through our anytime planning algorithm that always maintains
a set of complete trajectories in the CT-space of the robot called
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a population. The feasibility and optimality of each trajectory,
called fitness, is evaluated through an evaluation function coding the optimization criteria. Feasibility refers to collision-free
and singularity-free. Both infeasible and feasible trajectories are
allowed in a population. Feasible trajectories are considered fitter than infeasible trajectories. Within each type, trajectories are
compared for optimality in fitness.
The initial population is a combination of randomly generated
and deliberately seeded trajectories. Deliberately seeded trajectories include ones constructed to represent distinct subpopulations in order to achieve certain diversity in the population. If the
environment contains known static obstacles, trajectories based
on preplanned feasible paths with respect to the known static
obstacles can also be included. See Section IV for more details.
Once the initial population is formed, it is then improved to a
fitter population through iterations of improvements, called generations. In each generation, a trajectory is randomly selected
and altered by a randomly selected modification operator among
a number of different modification operators, and the resulting
trajectory may be used to replace a trajectory that is not the
fittest to form a new generation. The fittest trajectory is always
kept in the population and can only improve from generation to
generation. Each generation is also called a planning cycle.
To improve the fitness of the initial population, a number of
initial planning cycles may be run based on the initial sensing
information of the environment before the robot begins executing the fittest trajectory. The robot need not wait for a feasible
trajectory to emerge; if no feasible trajectory is available, the
robot will begin moving along the fittest in feasible trajectory
while continuing the search for a fitter, and hopefully will locate
a feasible trajectory before it comes within a distance threshold
D of the first predicted collision or singularity of the executed
trajectory. This strategy makes sense because: 1) the presently
predicted infeasible trajectory may become feasible later and
vice versa; 2) as to be described later, our planner makes the
robot switch to a better trajectory if one is available, and thus,
before the infeasible part of the currently followed trajectory is
encountered, the robot may already switch to a better trajectory;
3) the strategy allows limited sensing, in which the robot may
not sense an obstacle until getting closer; and 4) it provides a
measure of safety in trajectory evaluation (see Section V).
As the robot moves, planning continues to improve the population of trajectories until the next control cycle, when the robot
can switch to a fitter trajectory so that it always follows the best
trajectory. For that purpose, each trajectory is always updated
to start from the current robot configuration with the current
velocity when a new control cycle begins. For the trajectory that
is being followed, this means that the executed portion of the
trajectory is dropped from the trajectory, while for every other
trajectory, it means that only the starting configuration and velocity are changed—the rest of the knot points on the trajectory
(see Section III) remain intact. Note that each control cycle here
does not necessarily have to be a servo cycle of the low-level
controller. Our control cycle, which is high level for controlling
the rate of adaptation, can be longer than a servo cycle to ensure
that within a control cycle, there can be more than one planning
cycle. This is because adaptation is guided by planning.
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Relationship among planning, control, and sensing cycles.

Changes in a dynamic environment are sensed and fed to the
planner in each sensing cycle, which lead to updated fitness
values of trajectories in the subsequent planning cycles, and
unknown motions of moving obstacles are predicted in fitness
evaluation of robot trajectories. The presence of a diverse population of ever-improving trajectories enables the robot to quickly
adapt to changes in the environment. It does so by following the
fittest trajectory under each circumstance: when the current trajectory that the robot follows becomes worse or can no longer
be followed due to imminent collision (i.e., the threshold D is
reached), the robot may not need to stop its motion and replan
from scratch; rather the planner often merely needs to switch the
robot to a feasible or better trajectory in the population swiftly
in a seamless fashion. The chosen trajectory can be of a very
different homotopic group from the previous one to deal with
drastic and large changes.
In the case when the robot reaches D of the current trajectory
but finds no better trajectory to switch to, it will stop its motion
at D, which is called a forced stop. However, the RAMP planner
(i.e., the robot’s “thinking” process) never stops, and it continues
to plan and search for a better trajectory for the robot. The robot
resumes its motion once a better trajectory is found.
Such planning/control/sensing cycles continue to interact and
move the robot toward a goal configuration in the best possible
way in real time: improving the trajectories it follows if there is
no change in the environment, or both adapting and improving
the trajectories if there is a sensed change. Fig. 1 illustrates
a possible relationship among planning, control, and sensing
cycles (note that the planning cycles actually vary in length).
The RAMP algorithm is outlined as Algorithm 1.
Unlike an evolutionary algorithm, we use random selection
and random modification operators that cannot be called “mutation” operators because they introduce drastic rather than small
changes to create a diverse population of trajectories ready to
adapt to changing environments. Our RAMP algorithm further
maintains diversity and prevents homogeneity in a population of
trajectories by creating and preserving distinct subpopulations
of trajectories as explained in detail in Section VIII. Moreover,
the RAMP algorithm does not need tuning probabilities as well
as most other parameters that many evolutionary algorithms do.
As the result, it is easy to implement and is robust to different
task environments. In fact, our algorithm only needs to decide
the parameter population size, but the value can be invariant
or rather insensitive to many different environments, as will be
described later in Section VIII.
The fitness evaluation procedure of RAMP is also original,
incorporating multiple criteria that are often not considered in

many other motion planning algorithms, and not only feasible
but also infeasible trajectories are evaluated.
Our RAMP approach also supports the partial specification
of a goal: only the end-effector position and orientation with
respect to the world coordinate system are needed. Different
trajectories may hold different goal base configurations and arm
configurations (that achieve the same end-effector goal) in the
case of mobile manipulators so that redundancy is exploited to
achieve flexibility amid environments with dynamic changes.
The details of the RAMP algorithm are presented in the sections next.
III. TRAJECTORY REPRESENTATION
We represent a trajectory of a mobile manipulator uniquely as
a pair of loosely coupled manipulator and base subtrajectories
with the following characteristics.
1) For the manipulator subsystem, a path of knot configurations is specified in the joint space, based on which a
cubic-splined trajectory is used.
2) For the base subsystem, a path of knot configurations is
specified in the Cartesian space of the world coordinate
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Loose coupling of locomotion and manipulation.

system, based on which a linear-with-parabolic-blends trajectory is used.
3) Either trajectory as a function of time may consist of
variable segments of constant values, i.e., intervals of
no movement, and these time intervals may or may not
overlap between the two trajectories. This is the key to
achieve loosely coupled behavior: either subsystem can
move while the other does not,1 or they can move at the
same time.
4) Two subsystem trajectories are aligned in time to form
a trajectory that uniquely determines the motion of the
whole system.
Fig. 2 illustrates this notion with one joint trajectory and one
dimension of the base trajectory.
The main advantage of loose coupling for place-to-place tasks
is its flexibility in dealing with uncertain dynamic environments:
when a dynamic obstacle shows up, sometimes an agile arm
movement makes a better avoidance motion than a heavy base
movement; sometimes it is more efficient to vary the motion of
the base rather than having a large motion of the arm (especially
if a large payload is held by the end-effector); sometimes both
need to move to make an avoidance; and sometimes it is more
energy and even time efficient to just stop the entire system
for some period to let the obstacle pass. Our RAMP planner
of loosely coupled motion allows all the previous varieties to
happen based on the circumstance.
A trajectory leads the mobile manipulator from its current
configuration (with certain velocity and acceleration) to one of
the goal configurations. Each subtrajectory may consist of an
arbitrary number of segments, separated by knot configurations,
also called knot points. The data structure for each segment contains the bounding knot points of the segment, the information
of feasibility and fitness of the segment (see Section V), and the
desired velocities and accelerations at the bounding knot points
if the segment is feasible.
Each nonconstant trajectory segment is generated using the
minimum time for the slowest joint (including the base) of the
robot to move from the starting knot point to the ending knot
point of the segment, taking into account constraints on speed
and acceleration. For the arm, the segment for each joint is
a cubic polynomial of time, and for the base, the segment is a
linear function with parabolic blends. Specifically, the minimum
execution time Tij of each joint i for each path segment j is first
calculated based on the cubic trajectory, under the maximum
acceleration and maximum speed constraints of joint i. For the
1 Note that when we say “the base moves while the arm does not move,” we
mean that the arm has no relative motion to the base.

Fig. 3.
“G.”

Illustration of arm and base trajectory populations with gripper goal at

same path segment j, the minimum time for the base i = 0
is also calculated based on a linear trajectory with parabolic
blends under its maximum acceleration and velocity constraints.
Next, the maximum of Tij among all joints (including the base),
Tm ax,j , is used as the time needed to complete the path segment
j. Based on Tm ax,j , the corresponding trajectory segment (for
the arm and for the base) can be generated.
Note that more sophisticated methods taking into account
dynamics and torque constraints [36], [37] can be used to determine minimum-time trajectories. However, here we need to
compromise computation for true minimum-time trajectory for
real-time performance in planning.
Fig. 3 illustrates a robot and its arm and base trajectory populations, respectively. Each trajectory is indicated by line segments connecting wrist position or base position at each knot
point. Note that the lines themselves are simply to show the order in which the knot points are visited in each path and certainly
not the actual paths. The heavy line in each figure indicates the
path with the highest fitness for its trajectory.
IV. INITIALIZATION
An initial population is a combination of randomly generated
and deliberately seeded trajectories. The RAMP algorithm generates random trajectories made up of randomly chosen knot
configurations as uniform samples within the joint limits of the
manipulator and the workspace boundaries of the base. The
initial base and arm configuration, respectively, determine the
starting point of each. An ending base configuration is randomly
generated within a reasonable neighborhood of the goal gripper
location so that the gripper goal can be reached. Inverse kinematics is used to find a corresponding ending arm configuration
in joint space. A random number of intermediate knot points
are inserted into the base’s trajectory and the arm’s trajectory.
Each knot point is a randomly sampled configuration. Once the
knot points are created, the trajectory can be computed (see
previous section). The other information about each trajectory
segment in the segment data structure is determined through
fitness evaluation of the trajectory.
The RAMP algorithm can also deliberately seed the initial
population with trajectories built based on different “departing
directions” to provide diversity (more on this in Section VIII).
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Moreover, the initial population can also include trajectories
based on preplanned paths feasible with respect to known static
obstacles. Such preplanned paths can be obtained from an
existing method (e.g., PRM or RRT) or from running our offline
planner (see Algorithm 3). In this way, RAMP can take advantage of the existing offline planners’ capabilities in dealing
with challenging static environments (such as handling “narrow
static passages” as some PRM variants are focused on).
V. FITNESS EVALUATION
The use of explicit fitness evaluation functions enables flexible applications of different optimization criteria and combination and aggregation of multiple criteria. In our planner, fitness
evaluation has two components: feasibility checking and optimization criteria. We use two different evaluation functions for
feasible and infeasible trajectories. In each case, the evaluation
function is a cost function to measure the fitness of a trajectory.
The higher the value of the evaluation function, the worse or
less fit a trajectory is.
A. Feasibility Checking
We currently use two hard constraints to define feasibility of
a trajectory: collision-free and singularity-free.
Once a trajectory is generated (Section III), our planner
checks a discretized trajectory for feasibility. Thus, it needs
to make sure that there is no missed collision or singular configurations between two adjacent, discrete configurations. Our
strategy to avoid missing collisions is to enlarge the obstacles
slightly before collision checks. In the same spirit, we consider
a configuration whose manipulability cost [38] is higher than
a threshold, i.e., very close to a singular configuration, to be a
singular configuration.
A trajectory is feasible if it is collision-free and singularityfree during the entire time period. A trajectory segment is feasible if every interpolated configuration is feasible at its time step;
likewise, if all trajectory segments are feasible, a trajectory is
feasible. Otherwise, it is called infeasible.
B. Evaluation Function for Feasible Trajectories
The evaluation function for a feasible trajectory combines
three optimization criteria, which are in fact soft constraints:
1) time (minimize);
2) energy (minimize);
3) manipulability (maximize).

The execution time of a trajectory is simply the sum
j Tm ax,j of the time durations of all its segments.
Since the motions of the mobile base and the manipulator arm
are not decoupled so that they can happen together, minimizing
time as a measure alone cannot differentiate an efficient trajectory with minimum motion from another one with unnecessary
arm or base movement while they have the same execution time.
Therefore, we use minimum energy as another measure of optimality. This way, we can distinguish between two trajectories
whose time requirements are equal but energy requirements are
not; the one that requires less energy is preferred.
The energy calculation for a trajectory is a simple but effective approximation: our interest is not in determining the
precise energy consumption in executing a trajectory, but rather
in comparing and ranking energy consumptions of different trajectories. Therefore, an estimate is sufficient for our need. We
approximate the shapes of the base and the arm links of a mobile manipulator by cylinders to simplify the computation of
the inertia tensors. After a feasible trajectory is generated, we
compute the energy consumption of each link (treating the base
as link 0) in terms of the total kinetic energy changes of the link
during the entire trajectory and sum up energy consumption of
all links as the energy consumption of the trajectory.2
Finally, to evaluate the manipulability associated with a trajectory, we take the manipulability measure at each configuration on each trajectory segment. The inverse of this value will
grow in proportion to the proximity to a singularity, and can
therefore give a measure of cost. We take the average of such
inverse values along the whole trajectory as the cost related to
manipulability.
The overall fitness value for a feasible trajectory is a combination of the energy cost E, the time cost T , and the cost M
related to manipulability of the trajectory
Cost = C1

E
T
M
+ C2
+ C3
a1
a2
a3

where Ci , i = 1, 2, 3, is a weight that indicates the importance of
the respective cost, and ai is a normalization factor determined
as the estimated largest respective cost.
C. Evaluation Function for Infeasible Trajectories
If a trajectory is infeasible, we define a fitness value as the sum
of a dominating penalty term P and the trajectory’s evaluation
function value Cost as if it were feasible.3 The large penalty
term P serves two purposes. One purpose is to make sure that
infeasible trajectories are less fit than feasible trajectories. The
other is to serve as a measure of relative safety so that infeasible
trajectories with smaller penalty terms are considered safer and
therefore fitter than ones with larger penalty terms. For the latter
purpose, we define the penalty term of an infeasible trajectory
as P = Q/Tcoll , where Q is a large constant4 and Tcoll is the
2 Note that since vertical components in linear velocities are considered in the
computation, changes in potential energy are already included. As all trajectories
share the same starting state, they share the same starting energy.
3 For a trajectory with singularities, we compute its “manipulability as if it
were feasible” by excluding the singular configurations.
4 Q is set to 10 4 in our experiments.
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time before either the first predicted collision or the first singular
configuration, whichever comes first, in the trajectory. That is,
we consider an infeasible trajectory safer if it has a longer time
before the first predicted collision/singularity. The value Cost
is used as an indicator of the potential fitness of an infeasible
trajectory if it becomes feasible due to modification operations.
By allowing infeasible trajectories in a population, our algorithm aggressively maximizes the chances to optimize a robot’s
real-time actions efficiently. Often infeasible trajectories may
lead to good feasible trajectories later.
D. Remarks
It should be noted that in addition to the optimization criteria
considered, other criteria could be used and aggregated into the
evaluation function for either feasible trajectories or infeasible
trajectories, requiring changes only in the evaluation procedure,
and not to the overall algorithm. We could choose to optimize
feasible trajectories based on any number of criteria, including, for example, safety and stability measures [39]. For nonholonomic mobile manipulators, the nonholonomic constraints
could be added as additional hard constraints for evaluating
the feasibility of a trajectory and incorporated in the evaluation
function for infeasible trajectories.
Note also that regardless of whether a trajectory is feasible or
infeasible, the corresponding evaluation function is computed
as the sum of the costs for individual trajectory segments. This
property greatly facilitates efficient evaluation of trajectories in
each generation of the RAMP algorithm since only the altered
and affected trajectory segments need to be reevaluated, especially in real time. The evaluation of infeasible trajectories is
further speeded up by that once the first collision is detected
between a single link of a robot and an obstacle, the entire trajectory is labeled infeasible, and no further collision checking is
required by the evaluation function (for infeasible trajectories).
VI. MODIFICATION OPERATIONS
Recall that in each generation of our RAMP algorithm, certain
modification operations are performed on certain trajectories to
generate hopefully fitter trajectories. We use the following six
modification operations.
1) Insert—A new, random knot point is inserted between two
randomly chosen adjacent knot points of a path.
2) Delete—A randomly selected knot point is deleted.
3) Change—A randomly selected knot point is replaced with
a new, randomly generated knot point.
4) Swap—Two randomly selected adjacent knot points from
a single path are swapped.
5) Crossover—The knot point lists of two paths are divided
randomly into two parts, respectively, and recombined:
the first part of the first path with the second part of the
second path, and the first part of the second path with the
second part of the first path.
6) Stop—The base movement or arm movement stops at a
randomly chosen knot point for a random duration.
The first five operations are used to change the shape of a path,
and subsequently, the corresponding trajectory. The Stop operation is used to change a trajectory only. We simply randomly
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select one of those operations (also called operators) to apply to
the selected trajectory(s). All operators are used to change the
trajectories of the base and the manipulator either separately or
together in a stochastic fashion.
The Stop operator enables loose coupling of subsets of variables that have redundancy in a redundant robot, which, in the
case of a mobile manipulator, means loose coupling of trajectories of the base and the manipulator. Both subsystems can stop
their movements independently or together. The probabilistic
nature of our approach simply offers a stop as a possibility; in the
cases where stopping is advantageous, the planner will utilize it.
Note that except for Crossover, the other operations above
are unary transformations that change a single trajectory. The
crossover generates two offsprings from two parent trajectories.
The evaluation of a new trajectory can be very fast since
each operation only alters certain trajectory segments, and only
the altered segments need to be reevaluated. As shown in the
RAMP algorithm (Algorithm 1), the fitter offspring is put back
into the population to replace a trajectory that is not the sole
member of a subpopulation to preserve diversity (more on this
in Section VIII). The fittest trajectory in the entire population
is always kept in the new population for the next generation
P (t + 1). Note that P (t) and P (t + 1) are of the same size and
differ in one trajectory.
VII. REAL-TIME ADAPTIVENESS
As shown in Algorithm 1, at the end of each control cycle,
all trajectories in the population are updated so that their initial
configuration and velocity becomes the robot’s current configuration and velocity. Since a feasible trajectory may emerge as
the result of continued planning, the manipulator may readily
change course to execute this new best trajectory instead when
the new control cycle begins. Note that when the robot changes
course from one trajectory to another, the new trajectory is indeed better even after taking into account the cost of change (i.e.,
the possible acceleration or deceleration needed for the change)
as ensured by the fitness evaluation function (Section V). Thus,
the change is smooth and stable, and the actual trajectory executed by the robot is the best or most rational result.
When a change in the environment is sensed (from a sensing
cycle), the constantly running planner will adapt the trajectory
population to the change in real time in that trajectories are
rechecked for feasibility and fitness values against the changed
or changing part of the environment. The processing effort to
reevaluate is kept to a minimum: the planner only checks for collisions against obstacles that have moved or are moving during
that sensing cycle.
When there are moving obstacles, our planner predicts the
future trajectory of each moving obstacle. From an obstacle’s
sensed configurations at the past two sensing cycles and the
current sensing cycle, i.e., at time ti−2 , ti−1 , and ti (the current
time), we can compute (approximately) the linear and angular
velocities of the object v(ti−1 ), v(ti ), and ω(ti ). The obstacle’s
motion is predicted as one of the four simple types: 1) translation
only with nonzero v(ti ) if ω(ti ) is close to zero; 2) self-rotation
only with nonzero ω(ti ) if v(ti ) is close to zero; 3) translation
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Fig. 4. Dynamic trap caused by high-frequency cyclic motion of obstacle.
(a) Robot plans motion to avoid the moving obstacle. (b) Obstacle reverses
direction; robot does likewise. (c) Obstacle reverses direction again; the process
repeats.

and self-rotation with nonzero v(ti ) and ω(ti ) if v(ti−1 ) and
v(ti ) have similar directions; and 4) a global rotation (about
an axis not through the object) with nonzero v(ti ) and ω(ti ) if
v(ti−1 ) and v(ti ) have different directions. The axis for global
rotation is along ω(ti ) and away from the reference position of
the obstacle by a distance r(ti ), which can be computed from
v(ti ) and ω(ti ). The planner next checks the robot’s trajectory
against this predicted trajectory of each obstacle to see if there
will be a collision. Our prediction only has to be good enough
for a short period before the next sensing cycle (which may be
longer or shorter than a control cycle) since it will be corrected
constantly with newly added sensory information. Thus, the
simple method suffices.
Note that to predict any cyclic or periodic behavior of an object, such as moving back and forth in opposite directions, more
previous states need to be observed by our motion predictor, with
more computation cost. Fortunately, if the cyclic behavior has a
very high frequency, we can detect that from just a few previous
states without adding much computation cost, and subsequently,
the planner will take into account the cyclic behavior of an obstacle in planning feasible trajectories for a robot to avoid the
dynamic trap. If the frequency of the object’s cyclic motion is
higher than or comparable to the sensing frequency, then as few
as the past four sensing cycles can review the cyclic tendency.
Conversely, if the cyclic behavior of an obstacle has a rather
low frequency, we can afford not to detect it because it does not
really trap a robot. Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate these concepts.
VIII. DIVERSITY CREATION AND PRESERVATION
The need for a diverse population of trajectories can be evident from the following example. Fig. 6 shows a task that
requires a robot to pass through one of several doorways to the

Fig. 5. Low-frequency cyclic obstacle motion does not present a trap. (a)
Robot plans motion to avoid the moving obstacle. (b) Obstacle has not yet
reversed direction. (c) Obstacle reverses direction, but robot has already reached
goal.

Fig. 6. Task that requires a population of trajectories as doors can close and
open unexpectedly. The initial trajectory set has a good diversity to cover the
environment. The figure indicates base trajectories only.

other side of the room. However, each door may open or close
unexpectedly at any time; therefore, the robot should be always
prepared to move out of a trajectory leading to a closed door
and switch to a trajectory leading to an open door. As trajectories through different doorways belong to different homotopic
groups and are thus quite diverse, it is necessary that the population of trajectories that RAMP creates and maintains be diverse
with a good coverage of different homotopic groups. As shown
in Fig. 6, a randomly generated initial population of base trajectories can be quite diverse. The key then is for the RAMP
algorithm to preserve or further promote such diversity.
Clearly, since the robot operates in a changing environment
with unknown dynamics, its CT-space cannot be known beforehand. Let alone that even for a static, known environment, how
to construct the C-space of a high-DOF robot efficiently remains an open problem. Therefore, it is impossible to create all
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Fig. 8. Without diversity preservation, the fittest homotopic group dominates.
The figure indicates base trajectories only.
Fig. 7. Assignment of subpopulations based on departure directions at each
control cycle: each subpopulation is indicated by a shade of gray.

homotopic groups of trajectories precisely at any moment. More
viable measures are needed.
The RAMP algorithm preserves a diverse population of trajectories through the following measures: 1) not allowing identical
trajectories in a population; 2) randomly selecting a trajectory
for modification, rather than base the selection on fitness; 3)
using modification operators that introduce drastic changes in
trajectories; 4) replacing a randomly chosen trajectory rather
than the least fit; and 5) creating and preserving subpopulations
of trajectories. The last measure is very important and is further
explained next.
A. Subpopulations and Diversity Preservation
Our RAMP algorithm divides a population of trajectories into
subpopulations when a new control cycle begins based on their
departure directions at that time. The departure direction of
a trajectory is defined as the n-dimensional difference vector
from the initial configuration to the first knot configuration (for
a robot with n DOF). We calculate the angle φ between the
departure directions a and b of two trajectories with the dot
product:
a · b = ab cos φ.
If φ is larger than a threshold, then the two trajectories can
be viewed as belonging to two different subpopulations. From
the example of Fig. 7, we can see a strong correlation between
each base trajectory’s homotopic group and the subpopulation
it belongs to according to departure directions.
Grouping n trajectories based on similar departing directions
can be expensive [as it requires a time complexity of O(n2 )].
Hence, we make the following compromise [with time complexity O(n)]: pick a reference departure direction a, divide
the range of φ into a number of intervals, and compare each
departing direction to a to divide the population of trajectories into subpopulations corresponding to the intervals. These
subpopulations still capture a rough level of diversity.
Note that since the subpopulations are updated or reassigned
at each new control cycle from the updated departure directions,

diversity over time is captured and preserved. If two trajectories
are in two subpopulations at time t based on the departure directions of the then control cycle but become very similar at time
t + T , then they will not likely be assigned to two different subpopulations again in the future control cycle corresponding to or
after t + T . In essence, diversity is for providing more options
each time a robot needs to decide which trajectory to follow,
and that happens with every new control cycle. Using departure
directions to capture diversity satisfies this requirement.
Recall that in each planning cycle (see Procedure modification
in Section II), the RAMP algorithm will produce one or two new
trajectories, and it will use the (better) new trajectory to replace
an existing trajectory. The RAMP algorithm first randomly picks
an existing trajectory and then checks if it is the only member of
its subpopulation. If so, it will not be replaced, and the RAMP
will randomly pick another existing trajectory, and so on. In this
way, diversity is preserved.
Without such measure to preserve different subpopulations,
the fittest subpopulation may dominate after a number of generations, as shown in the example of Fig. 8. If that door is
suddenly closed, all trajectories will become infeasible. With
diversity preservation, this is not likely to happen (see the result
in Section IX-B and also in the video accompanying this paper
available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org).
Fig. 9 shows a different example to demonstrate the benefit
of diversity preservation for arm trajectories. Here, the robot’s
forearm may take a number of different routes to go below the
bars shown. Again, if these passages may be blocked unexpectedly, a diverse population of trajectories will help the robot to
find quickly a feasible passage.
B. Population and Subpopulation Size
The lower bound on population size is directly related to the
number of subpopulations.
In order to choose the appropriate number of subpopulations
M , we must find an angle increment ∆θ that divides the range
[−180◦ , 180◦ ]. For example, using 30◦ will divide this range
into 12 groups. To find the smallest increment for a given environment, we consider the smallest dimension of any obstacle in
the environment, which we denote as L, as well as the distance
threshold D (the smallest allowable distance between the robot
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Fig. 10. Task environment 1—carrying a rod (with six dynamic obstacles and
seven static obstacles).

Fig. 9. Task to demonstrate the need for diverse arm trajectories, with the start
configuration (top) and the goal configuration (bottom). The passages may be
blocked and reopen unexpectedly.

and an obstacle). We compute an angle γ as a function of L and
D as the upper bound on ∆θ
 
L
γ = atan
.
D
Of course, we may choose a ∆θ smaller than γ, but γ gives us
the minimum necessary resolving power for the environment.
We now have
360◦
M=
∆θ
N = KM
where N is the overall population size and K is the average
size of each subpopulation (K ≥ 1). We choose an appropriate
K depending on the available computer processing power. In
general, the upper bound on N can be determined based on the
minimum number of planning cycles per control cycle to enable
sufficiently fast improvements of trajectories.
The lower and upper bounds on N reflects the balance of
exploration and exploitation capabilities of our RAMP planner.
Our planner is quite robust in that it provides decent performance
over different N within the bounds.
IX. IMPLEMENTATION, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present our implementation results and
discuss the performance of the RAMP algorithm.
A. Implementation
In order to test the RAMP algorithm, we built a mobile manipulator simulator for a PUMA 560 mounted to a mobile base.
Both the robot and the objects in the environment are modeled as polygonal meshes for generality. We use the software
package [40] to perform real-time collision detection.
To simulate environment dynamics, objects (or obstacles) are
allowed to move in different ways during the trajectory execution; however, the planning algorithm has no a priori knowledge
of these movements. At the beginning of each sensing cycle, the

locations (i.e., positions and orientations) of the obstacles are
provided as supposed to be from sensing. We implemented the
RAMP algorithm in C# and C++, and the execution is on a
four-core Xeon PC with each core operating at 3.0 GHz.
In our experiments, we set the following parameter values.
The weight of the manipulator arm and the base are set to be
35 and 20 kg, respectively. The maximum joint velocity and
acceleration for the PUMA are set to be 120◦ /s and 60◦ /s2 ,
respectively. The maximum base velocity and acceleration are
set to be 2 m/s and 1 m/s2 , respectively. The frequency of the
control cycle for the mobile manipulator is set to be 60 Hz.
The control cycle is therefore quite slow, as compared to the
planning cycle, which has a frequency many times of that of the
control cycle, depending on the task environment.
B. Performance Evaluation
We measure the performance of our RAMP planner in terms
of effectiveness and efficiency.
Figs. 10 and 11 show two task environments.
1) In task environment 1, the robot’s task is to move a long
rod from the floor to the table. The table is positioned
far enough away that a base movement is required. There
are a number of static columns in the environment and
six moving bunnies as dynamic obstacles: two revolve
about the table with different angular velocities, parallel to
the floor, and four move in different directions diagonally
(i.e., neither vertically nor horizontally but across different
altitudes).
2) In task environment 2, the task is to enter the second room
and grasp the object on the counter. There is a static table
in the first room where the robot is initially located. There
are 12 dynamic obstacles of various shapes with changing
trajectories; some change their direction and velocity, and
some change from linear to angular motion at various
times. Two of the dynamic obstacles move in the first
room, and the rest move in the second room.
In order to measure the optimality of an executed trajectory
generated by our real-time RAMP planner in a dynamic environment, where obstacle motions are not known in advance, we
compare such a trajectory with a fully offline generated trajectory for the same task in the same dynamic environment but
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TABLE I
REAL-TIME VERSUS NEAR-OPTIMAL TRAJECTORIES AVERAGED OVER
25 EXECUTIONS (N = K M = 20)

TABLE II
RAMP ALGORITHM STATISTICS AVERAGED OVER 25 EXECUTIONS
(N = K M = 20)

Fig. 11. Task environment 2—reaching an object on the counter (with 12
dynamic obstacles and static walls and table).
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF TRAJECTORIES WITH AND WITHOUT STOP OPERATOR

with known obstacle motions. This is because a fully optimal
trajectory can only be produced when the environment is fully
known.
We obtain the offline planner by slightly modifying our
RAMP algorithm as shown in Algorithm 3. The offline planner
runs as many planning generations as needed to generate a nearoptimal trajectory connecting the starting configuration and a
goal configuration. The planner will terminate when the best
trajectory is not getting better in 1000 generations. Note that we
used the index i to count the generations in the offline planner,
which is not the absolute time t in the real-time planner RAMP.
Our offline planner searches entirely feasible trajectories connecting a starting configuration and a goal configuration in the
known CT-space through essentially random sampling just as
other randomized planners (such as the PRM or the RRT). It
does offer advantages over the PRM and the RRT: it has the
flexibility of optimizing under a number of optimization criteria
in the entire CT-space rather than on a limited graph or roadmap.
It generates a near-optimal solution just as an evolutionary algorithm will do given sufficient running time. Note that since the
obstacles and their motions are entirely known, a good, feasible
trajectory generated by taking account of all the obstacles and
motions will always be good and feasible. Thus, subpopulations,
which were introduced to cope with unpredictability in RAMP,
are not necessary for this offline planner.
Table I compares the results of our RAMP planner and those
of the offline planner in the two task environments shown in
Figs. 10 and 11. All the results are the average over 25 executions
of each task, with M = 18 and K = 1.1 (which is found to
produce the best results on our hardware), so that the population
size N = KM = 20 (see Section VIII-B). Column 1 lists the
environments as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Column 2 presents
the overall cost (i.e., fitness value) of the executed trajectory by
our real-time RAMP planner. Column 3 shows the overall cost
of the near-optimal trajectory as the result of offline planning.
Column 4 shows the percent increase of the real-time trajectory
cost over the near-optimal trajectory cost, as a measures of the
performance of our RAMP planner.
The test results show that a trajectory generated by the RAMP
planner in real time carries a cost that is on average about
20%–30% higher than that of an offline planned, near-optimal
trajectory. The energy cost E and time cost T are each about

20%–30% on average.5 Of course, what we gain from this modest increase of cost is the ability to deal with unknown environment changes in real time, which is not possible with offline
planning.
Table II presents the statistics of the RAMP planner applied
to the two example tasks. It shows the planning efficiency of
the RAMP planner. Since each task environment has a different
length of travel distance for the mobile manipulator, the average
execution time also differs.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of loose coupling, we
compare the results of our RAMP planner with the Stop operator
fully functional against the results of the planner with the Stop
operator not used. Table III shows the energy cost E and the
time cost T with and without the Stop operator, and the percent
increase of each.
Table III clearly shows the advantages of having the Stop operator: the energy costs are less compared to without the Stop
operator and so is the time cost. The reduction in the energy
cost is especially significant. This is because Stop permits the
mobile manipulator to stop either the arm or the base (or both) to
avoid moving obstacles whenever preferred in a nondeterministic fashion (see Fig. 2) rather than having the mobile manipulator
“dancing around" in order to make the same kind of avoidance.
The Stop operator saves energy not at the expense of wasting
time, but saves time as well, as demonstrated by the test results.
Finally, we also used the two environments shown in Figs. 6
and 9, as task environment 3 and task environment 4, respectively, in testing the effectiveness of creating and preserving
5 For the two example task environments, the time cost for real-time planned
trajectories, which is also the time for execution, is in the range of 15–20 s, as
indicated in Table II.
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE WITH AND WITHOUT SUBPOPULATIONS AVERAGED OVER 25
EXECUTIONS (N = K M = 20)

trajectory diversity through subpopulations. We compare the
results obtained with subpopulations (i.e., M = 18, K = 1.1,
and N = KM = 20) and without subpopulations (i.e., M = 1,
K = 20, and N = KM = 20) in Table IV. Clearly, we want
to minimize the time or the number of forced stops. Table IV
shows that our technique of diversity through subpopulations
can do that and reduce the total time of motion execution, i.e.,
the elapsed time.
The video accompanying this paper (available at
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org) shows the real-time execution of several tasks, and one of them is the real-time execution of the task
in the task environment Fig. 6 to demonstrate the effectiveness
of diversity preservation through subpopulations.

Fig. 12.

Task environment 5—four robots picking up tennis balls.

Fig. 13.

Task environment 6—three robots performing various tasks.

C. Multiple Mobile Manipulators
Our RAMP approach also applies directly to scenarios with
multiple mobile manipulators, where each robot does not know
the motion of another robot and views other robots as obstacles
to be avoided. In such a scenario, each robot has its own instance
of the RAMP planner, and it views another mobile manipulator
as consisting of seven or eight moving bodies (or obstacles),6
due to the number of links (including load) of each mobile
manipulator.
Figs. 12 and 13 show two different task environments with
multiple mobile manipulators. The task environment 5 in Fig. 12
has four mobile manipulators cooperating in the task of picking
up the 12 tennis balls. Each robot chooses a ball randomly,
picks it up, and places it in the bucket in the corner. All robots
repeatedly pick and place balls until no ball is left on the ground.
During the process, for any one robot, the other robots present
dynamic obstacles of unknown motions.
In task environment 6 of Fig. 13, three mobile manipulators
share the same workspace but perform separate tasks: one picks
up the tennis balls from the floor and places them in the bucket;
one moves the small boxes from one table to the other; and one
moves the long rods from one location to another. Each robot
repeatedly moves one object at a time until all objects it is supposed to move are moved. In the process, the robots repeatedly
cross paths, and therefore, create a considerably complex and
uncertain dynamic environment for all the robots.
In both task environments 5 and 6, each mobile manipulator
repeatedly executes a task (by moving multiple objects, one at a
time) so that its instance of the RAMP algorithm is applied repeatedly with varied starting and goal configurations. The video
6 The number of bodies depend on if the mobile manipulator holds an object
or not.

accompanying this paper (available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org)
shows the real-time execution of these tasks.
In these multirobot task environments, we see a dynamic interaction among the simultaneous planning and execution processes of the different mobile manipulators: each mobile manipulator represents obstacles to other mobile manipulators and
affects the trajectory planning and execution of others. These
mobile manipulators affect one another’s motion back and forth.
In task environment 5, each robot decides spontaneously which
ball to pick each time so that even its task goals are affected
by the actions and movements of the other robots. The kind
of spontaneous and dynamic interactions among the robots in
both environments 5 and 6 are nondeterministic and cannot be
known beforehand to enable offline motion planning. Whereas
the RAMP planner suits these situations well with RAMP for
each robot and is able to find and execute a feasible and nearoptimal trajectory of the robot.
Table V presents the statistics of the RAMP planner for each
mobile manipulator in the multirobot task environments 5 and
6. Each mobile manipulator has an instance of the planner,
which runs on a separate CPU core, and therefore, the RAMP
algorithm achieves similar real-time performance for each mobile manipulator as in the single-robot cases. For each RAMP
instance, again, M = 18, K = 1.1, and N = KM = 20. The
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TABLE V
RAMP ALGORITHM WITH TWO ROBOTS AVERAGED OVER 20 EXECUTIONS
(N = 20)

average execution time in the table is the average total execution
time for each robot to complete the task. In the case of task environment 5, this is the working time for each robot until all balls
are put into the bucket; since the robots share the same task,
they have comparable total execution time, implying that their
work loads are more or less the same, even though the robots
have different numbers of forced stops. In the task environment
6, however, each robot has a different job, and therefore, the
total time to complete a job is different from one robot to another. As shown in Table V, the robot that moves the three long
rods takes the longest time to complete its job. In both environments, as these robots work simultaneously, the longest time of
an individual robot is in fact the overall time to complete all
tasks.
We have also run the RAMP planner without subpopulation
(i.e., M = 1 and N = 20) for robots in the environments 5 and
6, and the results show that the average execution time increases
from 1% to 7%, and the number of forced stops increases from
0.3 times to 7.7 times for most of the robots, comparing to
the results shown in Table V (with subpopulations). Hence,
promoting diversity helps to produce better results.
We have also tested the RAMP planner in numerous other task
environments in addition to the examples shown in this paper.
In all cases, the RAMP algorithm for a mobile manipulator was
able to avoid dynamic obstacles with unknown motions and
allow the mobile manipulator to accomplish its task well.
X. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a novel RAMP approach to plan highDOF robot motion amid dynamic obstacles of unknown motions. The approach has the following characteristics.
1) It achieves real-time adaptiveness by planning path and
trajectory together and also by simultaneous planning and
execution of motion. This is accomplished by the unique
design of the planner and also by exploiting the speed
difference between physical motion and computer processing.
2) It effectively deals with drastic changes in the environment
through global planning of diverse trajectories and through
further preservation of diversity if needed.
3) It has the flexibility to incorporate different optimization
criteria depending on the need without changing the overall planning algorithm.
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4) It produces loosely coupled trajectories for redundant subsystems (such as the manipulation and locomotion subsystems of a mobile manipulator) to take advantage of
redundancy in optimizing overall motion while avoiding
unknown obstacle motions.
5) With its high efficiency and flexibility, it can also readily
and effectively plan motions for each high-DOF robot
(such as a mobile manipulator) in an environment shared
by multiple such robots. Thus, the RAMP approach makes
truly distributed planning possible for multiple high-DOF
robots working in the same environment.
The RAMP approach is tested with simulations of mobile
manipulators in different task environments, with very promising results. Future work includes further testing and improving
the algorithm for more complex robots and robot tasks and incorporating realistic sensing scenarios and constraints. Testing
on a real robot is also necessary.
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